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RECOMMENDATION
Note and file this Motion.

DISCUSSION
Budget Motion Number 37 proposes to amend the 2020-21 Budget to provide $80,000 in
Municipal Improvement Corporation of Los Angeles (MICLA) funding to convert the traffic signal
at the intersection of Coal Canyon Road and Wentworth Street to a rest-on-red light and to install
four speed feedback signs along Foothill Boulevard in Sunland-Tujunga to address speeding
issues.
At the identified intersection of Coal Canyon Road and Wentworth Street, there is an existing
traffic signal that can be converted to a rest-on-red light. Since the changes would not require
a new traffic signal, the additional equipment and hardware changes would not be eligible
expenditures for MICLA funding. Existing appropriations for the Department of Transportation
(LADOT) from the Measure M Local Return Fund, Measure R Traffic Reliefand Rail Expansion
Fund, Proposition C Anti-Gridlock Transit Improvement Fund, Special Gas Tax Improvement
Fund, and the Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation Program (SB1) Fund may be eligible for
this conversion. LADOT will need to confirm the cost estimate for this proposed signal
conversion after further evaluation ofthe signal conditions at the identified intersection.
Fixed speed feedback signs are eligible for MICLA funding and cost about $15,000 per sign, for
a total of $60,000 for four signs as indicated in this Motion. LADOT should coordinate with the
Council Office to determine if any of the $15 million in MICLA authority for the Transportation
Traffic Signal Safety Project included in each ofthe previous two Adopted Budgets can be used
for the requested feedback signs.
In light of the City’s current economic condition and the current unavailability of funds for
additional capital projects, this Office does not recommend the actions in this Motion.
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FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT
The recommendation to note and file this Budget Motion will have no fiscal impact. If the Motion
is approved using funds other than MICLA, the 2020-21 Budget would fall out of balance by
$80,000.

DEBT IMPACT STATEMENT
The issuance of bonds through the Municipal Improvement Corporation of Los Angeles (MICLA)
is a General Fund obligation. The use of additional MICLA financing on eligible expenditures
associated with this project would cause the City to borrow an additional $60,000 at
approximately 5.5 percent interest rate over 20 years. The total estimated debt service would be
$100,000, which includes the borrowing amount and interest of $40,000. During the life ofthe
bonds, the estimated average annual debt service is $5,000 over 20 years. Actual interest rates
may differ as rates are dependent on market conditions at the time of issuance.

FINANCIAL POLICY COMPLIANCE
The recommendation in this report complies with the City’s Financial Policies.
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